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Abstract. Nowadays organizations face fast organizational changes and employee
turnover, e.g user are unavailable or they change roles because of a promotion,
that might compromise the execution of a business process instance and, thus,
the achievement of organizational business goals. In this paper, we investigate
the problem ofdynamic resiliencyto changes in the assignment of users to roles.
The goal of dynamic resiliency is to guarantee that when the assignment of users
to roles changes during the execution of a business process instance, it is possible
to find a user to perform the activities whose execution is still pending. We pro-
pose an approach to verify that the execution of a business process instance can
terminate when there are changes in the in the assignment of users to roles.

1 Introduction

Moderns organizations often follow the ValIT framework [4], the CoBIT [4] model or
other management models that require an organization to identify the business goals it
has to achieve, the business process activities which achieves those goals, the roles that
are responsible for those achievement, and the (security) controls to make sure that no
unwanted deviations occur. In many cases the achievement ofthe organizational goals
is even translated into monetary compensation on top of the salary for the users hold-
ing the corresponding roles. ERP companies such as SAP are now providing modules
(HCM) to manage the link between goals and human resources.

Unfortunately, fast organizational changes and employee turnover, e.g user are un-
available or they change roles because of a promotion, mightcompromise the execution
of a business process instance and, thus, the achievement ofthe business goals. A com-
mon solution that is used by HR staff is to appoint a new user tothe role, for example
a former co-worker, and delegate to it the execution of the activities that were assigned
to the user who is no longer available. However, the selecteduser might not be able to
execute the assigned activities because of the presence of binding-of-duty or separation
of duty constraints.

In this paper we investigate the problem ofdynamic resiliencyof a business process
instance to changes in the assignment of users to roles: whenusers’ assignment to roles
changes during the execution a business process, we want to find the “right” user to
perform the activities whose execution is still pending. This means finding a user who
is assigned to a role that is entitled to execute the pending activity and is responsible for
the achievement of the goal fulfilled by the execution of the activity.

To check whether a business process instance is dynamicallyresilient, we model
an organization as a digraph where the vertexes represent the organizational business



Fig. 1.File F business process

goals, the activities that implement such goals, the organizational roles and the users
assigned to these roles. Then, for each activity we traversethe graph to find those paths
that have the activity as initial vertex and go back to the activity by traversing the node
representing a goal fulfilled by the execution of the activity, and the nodes representing
a user, and a role which is both responsible for fulfilling thegoal and it is authorized to
execute the activity.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the running
example. Section 3 presents the main components of the organization model. Section 4
presents our approach to verify that a business process instance is dynamically resilient.
Sections 5 discusses the system architecture. Section 6 outlines related work. Section 7
concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.

2 The Drug Reimbursement Process

In this paper we use as illustrative example a business process1 for drug reimbursement
called File F process shown in Figure 1. It consists of four macro-phases executed by
different actors. The first phase is the drug prescription done by a doctor to a patient to
care patient’s disease, while the second phase is the drug dispensation to the patients.
During the third phase a number of reports are generated and audited. The last phase is
about cost reimbursement by local health authorities. Herewe focus on the third phase
which involves multiple actors, under different trust domains: the Hospital Ward, the
Pharmacy, the Accounting Office, the Medical Direction, andthe Regional Authority.
The Hospital Ward sends drug requests and notifies the pharmacy about the drug avail-
ability in the ward stock; it is also responsible to send the dispensation documents to the
Accounting Office. The Pharmacy is responsible for the update of all drug data (price,

1 Adopted from the MASTER project http://www.master-fp7.eu/



codes, etc.). The Accounting Office performs the File F data extraction and generates
File F records that are later sent to the Regional Authority.The Medical Direction has
to send the File F records to the Regional Health Care Authority.

In this process, people can change role. For example doctorscan be promoted to the
medical direction or can leave the hospital to work for theirown practice or another hos-
pital. Administrative staff can be re-assigned to the planning or accounting. No matter
what happens, at the end of the month the hospital must be ableto complete the process
for drug reimbursement. At the same time the presence of significant privacy, security
and medical regulations the hospital as whole cannot just assign the first available user
to a task in order to conclude a subprocess. The user must haveenough the privileges
to do so.

3 The Organization Model

We model an organization starting from the organizational business goals.

Definition 1 (Goal Model). LetG be the set of business goals of an organizationOrg.
A goal modelGM is a directed acyclic hypergraph〈G, Decompose〉 with one sinkGtop

whereDecompose ⊆ ℘(G)× G is theDecomposition relation between goals.

Intuitively the sink represents the top goal of the organization while vertexes model in-
termediate business goals. The hyperarcs correspond to thedecomposition of the goals
into subgoals:〈{G1, . . . Gk}, Gt〉 denotes that the goalGt is AND decomposed into
subgoalsG1, . . . , Gk. Alternative decomposition is represented by different arcs in-
coming to the same goal.

In an hospital, typically, the head of the hospital might be assigned the achievement
of a set of goals (e.g manage the drug dispensation, compile adrug summary request
form, and save 5% from last year budget etc.) which he then decomposes into subgoals
and assign them to the employees of the hospital such physicians, nurses and so on.

The achievement of goals depends on to the execution of the organizational busi-
ness process. We consider business processes that are implemented by orchestrating
Web services operations and are specified in the WS-BPEL standard [2]. Some of the
activities in the process can be automatically executed while other activities require the
intervention of humans.

The formal relation that associates goals with the businessprocess activities that
implement them is captured by theImplementation relationImpl⊆ A×G. We say that
an activityA implements a goalGk if 〈A, Gk〉 ∈ Impl.

The next component of our organizational model is the RBAC model. For sake of
simplicity, we consider as the only permission type the execution of the activities in
the business process2. Permissions of executing an activity are assigned to the roles
that identify organization’s job positions. Users are assigned to roles, and through role
assignments they acquire the permissions to perform the business process activities.

2 In the real scenario we need a more refined classification suchas the distinction between
logging an activity and executing it, or deploying the activity and invoking it etc.



Definition 2 (Authorization Model). LetR be the set of roles andU be the set of users
inside the organizationOrg. Let PA ⊆ R × A be theRoles to Activities Assignment
relation,UA⊆ R×U be theRoles to Users Assignment relation, andUA∗ ⊆ U×R be
the symmetric relation ofUA. The authorization modelAM is a directed acyclic graph
〈R ∪ U ∪A, EAM〉 whereEAM = PA ∪ UA ∪ UA∗3. AM has one sinkRchief .

The authorization model also allows to specifyauthorization constraintson the
execution of business process activities.

SoDx(Ai, Aj) is aseparation of duty constraintandBoDx(Ai, Aj) is abinding
of duty constraint, where pedexx denotes whether the constraint is applied to users (u)
or roles (r) andAi, Aj are the activities to which the constraint is applied. We saythat a
separation of duty constraintSoDx(Ai, Aj) is satisfiedif, wheneverU executes activity
Ai andU ′ performsAj , thenU 6= U ′. A binding of duty constraintBoDx(Ai, Aj) is
satisfiedif, wheneverU executes activityAi andU ′ performsAj , thenU = U ′. We
denote withC the set of constraints which apply to the activities inA.

The execution of an activityA is grantedto a userU if U is assigned to a roleR
which has the permission to executeA, and the execution ofA by U does not violate
any authorization constraint.

We can now formally define the organization model as follows.

Definition 3 (Organization Model). Let Resp ⊆ G × R be theGoals to Roles As-
signment relation, andImpl ⊆ A × G be theImplementation relation. TheOrga-
nization model is a digraphM= 〈NM, EM〉 whereNM = A ∪ G ∪ R ∪ U and
EM = Decompose ∪ PA ∪ UA ∪ UA∗ ∪ Resp ∪ Impl.

The relationResp associates with a goal the role which is responsible of its fulfill-
ment.

4 Business Process Dynamic Resiliency

The assignment of users to roles dynamically changes over time in an organization.
Users can permanently be assigned to a new role as effect of a promotion or temporary
assigned because of an emergency situation. Users can also become unavailable because
they get sick, they are overwhelmed by work or they go on holiday. These changes in
UA relation can be modeled as follows:

– UserU is Unvailable: U = U\ {U}, UA= UA\ {〈R, U〉}. If a userU playing the
roleR becomes unavailable, the userU is removed from the set of usersU and the
tuple〈R, U〉 is removed fromUA relation.

– UserU Changes Role: UA= UA\ {〈R, U〉} andUA= UA∪{〈R′, U〉}. If a userU
playing the roleR is assigned to another roleR′ the tuple〈R, U〉 is removed from
UA relation and the tuple〈R′, U〉 is added toUA.

3 The presence of bothUA and its symmetric relation is necessary to evaluate the resiliency of a
business process by finding paths that traverse nodes representing roles and users assigned to
the roles.



When the relationUA changes during the execution of a business process instance,
there might not be assignments of users for the activities not executed yet. As a conse-
quence, the business process instance does not terminate and some of the organizational
business goals are not satisfied causing a damage to the organization.

Informally a business process instance isdynamically resilientto changes inUA

relation, if for each activityAk that has not been executed yet, there is at least apoten-
tial owner. A potential owner is a user who is assigned to a role that a) isauthorized
to execute the pending activity without violating authorization constraints, and b) is
responsible for the achievement of the goal fulfilled by the execution of the activity.

Formally, checking if for each activityAk not yet executed it exists at least a poten-
tial owner, means traversing the organizational modelM, and find a pathAk → G →
R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak that hasAk as initial and final node and traverses the nodesG,
R′, U ′ andR′ whereG is a goal fulfilled by the execution ofAk, R′ is a role who has
to achieve goalG and is authorized to executeAk, andU ′ is a user assigned to the role
R′.

In the formal definition ofdynamic resiliencywe will use the notation〈Ai, U, R〉@t

to indicate that a userU assigned to the roleR has executed the activityAi at timet.

Definition 4 (Dynamic Resiliency).LetOrg be an organization, andM≡〈NM, EM〉
be the organizational model ofOrg. Let BPinst be a running instance of the business
processBP, andANotexecuted be the set of activities ofBPinst not executed yet. We say
that BPinst is dynamically resilient to changes inUA if ∀Ak ∈ ANotexecuted one of
the following conditions is satisfied:

a) BoDr(Ai, Ak), and〈Ai, U, R〉@t impliesAk → G→ R→ U ′ → R→ Ak ∈M
for someU ′

b) BoDu(Ai, Ak), and〈Ai, U, R〉@t impliesAk → G → R′ → U → R′ → Ak ∈
M,

c) SoDr(Ai, Ak), and〈Ai, U, R〉@t, impliesAk → G → R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak ∈
M for someU ′ andR′ 6= R,

d) SoDu(Ai, Ak), 〈Ai, U, R〉@t impliesAk → G → R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak ∈ M
for someU ′ 6= U ,
otherwise

e) Ak → G→ R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak ∈ M for someU ′ andR′.

To evaluate whether a business process instanceBPinst is dynamically resilient, be-
fore BPinst is executed, we compute for each activityAk in BPinst, all the possible
hyperpathsAk → G → R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak through which activityAk can be
reached. To compute these paths we have adapted an algorithmfor optimal path traver-
sal proposed in [3]. Then, for each activityAk we store in an arrayREACH [Ak] a
list of tuples〈U ′, R′〉 corresponding to the arcsU ′ → R′ which belong to one of the
computed hyperpathAk → G→ R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak. During the execution of
BPinst, each arrayREACH [Ak] is dynamically updated when an activity is executed
or whenUA relation changes. AlgorithmUpdate describes the steps to update arrays
REACH [Ak]. Updatetakes as input the arraysREACH [Ak] for each activityAk that
is part of the business process instanceBPinst, andUpdates, the list ofUA changes. If
a userU playing the roleR is unavailable, the tuple〈U, R〉 is added toUpdates: in this



Algorithm 1: Update
Require: REACH [A1], . . . REACH [An] whereAi ∈ BPi, Updates.

1: while Updates.next() 6= null do
2: if Updates.next() == 〈U, R〉 then
3: for Ai ∈ ANotExecuted do
4: if REACH [Ai].contains(〈U, R〉) then
5: REACH [Ai].remove(〈U, R〉);
6: if Updates.next() == 〈U, R, R′〉 then
7: for Ai ∈ ANotExecuted do
8: if REACH [Ai].contains(〈U, R〉) then
9: REACH [Ai].remove(〈U, R〉);

10: if 〈R′, Ai〉 ∈ PA then
11: REACH [Ai].add(〈U, R′〉);

Algorithm 2: BPinst Execution
Require: BPinst, ANotexecuted = ∅, AExecuted = A,

REACH [A1], . . . REACH [An] whereAi ∈ A, History.
1: Acurrent = Astart

2: repeat
3: Find (R, U) ∈ REACH [Acurrent]; //Find a potential user
4: Execute(Acurrent);
5: ANotexecuted ← ANotexecuted\Acurrent;
6: History.add(〈Acurrent, U, R〉);
7: REACH [Acurrent].removeall();
8: REACH [Acurrent].add(〈U, R〉);
9: for BoDr(Acurrent, Ak) do

10: for 〈U ′, R′〉 ∈ REACH [Ak] such thatR′ 6= R do
11: REACH [Ak].remove(〈U ′, R′〉);
12: for BoDu(Acurrent, Ak) do
13: for 〈U, R′〉 ∈ REACH [Ak] such thatU ′ 6= U do
14: REACH [Ak].remove(〈U ′, R′〉);
15: for SoDr(Acurrent, Ak) do
16: for 〈U ′, R′〉 ∈ REACH [Ak] such thatR′ = R do
17: REACH [Ai].remove(〈U ′, R′〉);
18: for ∃SoDu(Acurrent, Ak) do
19: for 〈U ′, R′〉〉 ∈ REACH [Ak] such thatU ′ = U do
20: REACH [Ak].remove(〈U ′, R′〉);
21: if Change() 6= 0 then
22: IsResilient(ANotexecuted);
23: Acurrent = Anext; //Find next activity to execute
24: until ANotexecuted == Aend

case,Update cancels the tuple〈U, R〉 from each arrayREACH [Ai] since activityAi

can no longer be reached through the corresponding arcU → R. If a userU changes
his role fromR to R′, the tuple〈U, R, R′〉 is added toUpdates: Update removes the



tuple 〈U, R〉 from each arrayREACH [Ai] while the tuple〈U, R〉 is added to all the
arraysREACH [Ai] of all the activitiesAi that the roleR′ is authorized to perform.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the execution steps of a business process instanceBPinst.
When an activity has to be executed, first the algorithm finds apotential owner for the
activity. Once the activity is performed, the algorithm modifiesREACH [Ai] so that the
array contains only the tuple〈U, R〉 corresponding to the userU who has executed it.
If Ai is in separation of duty or binding of duty with other activitiesAk, the algorithm
modifiesREACH [Ak] so thatAk can be reached only through arcsU ′ → R′ that
satisfy the constraints. After the update is complete, the algorithm checks if there were
changes inUA relation. The functionChange() returns 0 if there are no updates to
UA, 1 otherwise. If there are no updates, the algorithm 2 proceeds with the execution
of the next activity, otherwise the algorithmIsResilient first checks whetherBPinst is
dynamically resilient.

Algorithm 3: IsResilient
Require: REACH [A1], . . . REACH [An] whereAk ∈ BPi, ANotExecuted.
Ensure: Ak activity identifier.

1: Resilient := false;
2: for Ak ∈ ANotExecuted do
3: if REACH [Ak] 6= emptythen
4: Resilient := true;
5: for BoDr(Ai, Ak) do
6: if 〈Ai, U, R〉 ∈ History and¬REACH [Ak].contains(〈U ′, R〉) then
7: Resilient := false;
8: break;
9: for SoDr(Ai, Ak) do

10: if 〈Ai, U, R〉 ∈ History and¬(REACH [Ak].contains(〈U ′, R′〉) and
R′ 6= R) then

11: Resilient := false;
12: break;
13: for BoDu(Ai, Ak) do
14: if 〈Ai, U, R〉 ∈ History and¬(REACH [Ak].contains(〈U, R′) then
15: Resilient := false;
16: break;
17: for SoDu(Ai, Ak) do
18: if 〈Ai, U, R〉 ∈ History and¬(REACH [Ak].contains(〈U ′, R′〉) and

U ′ 6= U ) then
19: Resilient := false;
20: break;
21: if Resilient == falsethen
22: return Ak;

IsResilient verifies that each activityAk in the setANotExecuted can be reached
through an hyperpathAk → G → R′ → U ′ → R′ → Ak that does not violate any



authorization constraint. If for some activityAk does not exist an hyperpath that satisfy
the authorization constraints, the business process instanceBPinst is not resilient to the
changes inUA relation, and the algorithm returns the identifier of the activity Ak.

Fig. 2.Hospital Organizational Model

REACH [Send File F] {Michele, Account Clerk},{Mitch, Account Clerk}
REACH [Create File F] {Michele, Account Clerk},{Mitch, Account Clerk}
REACH [Send Invoice] {Masha, Pharmacist}, {Olga, Pharmacist}
REACH [Send Drug Reimbursement]{John, Doctor}, {Brad, Doctor}

Fig. 3. ArraysREACH [Ak] for File F process

Example 1.Figure 2 illustrates the organizational model of an hospital in the North
of Italy where the File F business process is deployed, whileFigure 3 lists the arrays
REACH [Ak] for the activities “Send Invoice”, “Send Drug Prescription”, “Create File
F”, and “Send File F” of the File F process. The top goal of the hospital is “Patient
Drug Reimbursement” that is decomposed in two subgoals “Send File F” and “Create
File F” which on its turn is decomposed in the goals “Send Invoice”, and “Send Drug
Prescription”. The goals “Send File F”, “Create File F”, “Send Invoice”, and “Send
Drug Prescription” are satisfied when the corresponding activities are executed. The set
of roles inside the hospital consists of the roles “Pharmacist”, “Doctor”, and “Account
Clerk”: “Pharmacist” is responsible for the fulfillment of the goal “Send Invoice” and
it is authorized to execute the activity “Send Invoice”; “Doctor” has to satisfy the goal
“Send Drug Prescription” and it is granted the execution of activity “Send Drug Pre-
scription”; “Account Clerk” has to fulfill the goals “Send File F” and “Create File F” and
is authorized to perform the activities “Send File F”, and “Create File F”. Assume that



there is a separation of duty constraintSoDu(CreateF ileF, SendFileF ) between the
activities “Create File F” and “Send File F”. Moreover, assume that the execution of an
instance of the File F business process has started and that the activities “Send Invoice”,
“Send Drug Prescription”, and “Create File F” have been executed by the users Masha,
John and Michele respectively. Thus, the arraysREACH [Send Drug Reimbursement],
REACH [Send Invoice],REACH [Create File F], andREACH [Send File F] are up-
dated as follows:

– REACH [Send Drug Reimbursement] :={Masha, Pharmacist}
– REACH [Send Invoice]:={John, Doctor}
– REACH [Create File F]:={Michele, Account Clerk}
– REACH [Send File F]:={Mitch, Account Clerk}

During the execution of the activity “Create File F”, the user Mitch becomes unavail-
able. Thus, since Mitch is the only user who can perform the activity “Send File F” be-
cause of the separation of duty constraint between activities “Create File F” and “Send
File F”, but he is not available the instance of the File F business process is not resilient
to the changes inUA relation.

5 System Architecture

We propose here a system architecture that allows to integrate our approach to resiliency
into a business process management system for SOA-based business processes where
some activities are performed by users. We assume that the SOA-based business process
is specified using the WS-BPEL [2] standard and the BPEL4People [1] specification to
denote the activities in the process that need to be performed by a user. The system
architecture consists of three main components (see Figure4): theBusiness Process
Execution Engine, the Monitor Service, and theEnforcement Service. The business
process engine is responsible for scheduling and synchronizing the various activities
within the business process according to the specified control flow. TheMonitor Ser-
viceprovides to the business process administrator a graphicalinterface which allows
the administrator to import and visualize the organizational model and apply changes
to it. When the organizational model is imported into theMonitor Service, the service
computes the arraysREACH [Ai] for each activity in the business process and stores
them in a repository which is shared with theEnforcement Service. If the business pro-
cess administrator changes the relationUA the service automatically updates the arrays
REACH [Ai]. TheEnforcement Servicehas two WSDL interfaces, one for the process
and one for the users that are involved in the execution of a business process instance.
The interface for the process provides the operations for starting and completing the ex-
ecution of a business process activity that must be performed by a user. When a human
activity Ai has been executed, the interface updates the arrayREACH [Ai] , and if the
activity Ai is in binding of duty or separation of duty with other activitiesAk, the inter-
face updates also the arraysREACH [Ak] as described by the algorithm 2. The second
interface allows users to visualize the activities they canclaim, and to claim and execute
them. When a user claims the execution of an activityAi, the interface verifies that the
user is entitled to execute the activity, and then checks whether theMonitor Servicehas



Fig. 4. System architecture

notified a change to theUA relation. If theUA has changed, the interface checks if the
business process instance is resilient. If not, the interface notifies theMonitor Service.

6 Related Works

The problem of how to include humans as additional participants of a SOA-based busi-
ness process and how to verify the authorizations users haveon the execution of busi-
ness process activities is gaining attention.

BPEL4People [1] is a recent proposal to handle person-to-person WS-BPEL busi-
ness process. With respect to our proposal, in BPEL4People users that have to perform
the activities of a WS-BPEL business process are directly specified in the process by
user identifier(s) or by groups of people’s names. No assumption is made on how the
assignment is done or on how it is possible to enforce constraints like separation of
duty.

The proposals of Wang et al.[6] and Paci et al. [5] are the one more closely related to
our work. Wang et al. investigate the resiliency problem in workflow systems, and pro-
pose three different notions of resiliency and investigated the computational complex-
ity of checking resiliency. In static resiliency, a number of users are absent before the
execution of a workflow instance, while remaining users willnot be absent during the
execution; in decremental resiliency, users may be absent before or during the execution
of a workflow instance, and absent users will not become available again; in dynamic
resiliency, users may be absent before or during the execution of a workflow instance
and absent users may become available again. Paci et al. haveinvestigated the statical



resiliency problem in the context of RBAC-WS-BPEL, an authorization model for WS-
BPEL that supports the specification of authorizations for the execution of WS-BPEL
process activities by roles and users, authorization constraints, such as separation and
binding of duty, and resiliency constraints that specify the minimum number of users
that have to be available for the execution of an activity. They propose an algorithm to
determine if a WS-BPEL process is statically resilient to user unavailability.

With respect to Wang et al. and Paci et al. proposals, in this paper we have proposed
an approach to investigate that a business process instanceis dynamically resilient not
only to users unavailability but also to users changing their role.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the problem ofdynamic resiliencyto changes in the
assignment of users to roles. We have proposed an approach toverify that when there
are changes in the assignment of users to roles, the execution of a business process
instance can still terminate. The approach is based on finding a potential owner for those
activities the execution of which is still pending. The potential owner is a user who is
assigned to a role that is entitled to execute the pending activity and is responsible for
the achievement of the goal fulfilled by the execution of the activity.

To check whether a business process instance is dynamicallyresilient, we have mod-
eled an organization as a digraph where the vertexes represent the organizational busi-
ness goals, the activities that implement such goals, the organizational roles, and the
users assigned to these roles. Then, for each activity we have traversed the graph to find
those paths that correspond the activity’s potential owners.

We are planning to extend this work in several directions. First, we would like to
consider the problem ofescalation. Escalation takes place if an activity does not meet
its modeled time constraints. If this occurs, a notificationis sent to the users responsible
for the fulfillment of the goal the achievement of which depends on the execution of the
activity. We also want to represent the changes in the users to roles assignment relation
as graph patterns and apply graph transformation techniques to automatically update the
organizational model and the arraysREACH [Ai] on the basis of which we evaluate
whether a business process instance is dynamically resilient.
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